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DisclaimerDisclaimer
I am not an employee or agent of Macro I am not an employee or agent of Macro 
Express or Insight Software Solutions, Inc.Express or Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
All that I will discuss can be done using All that I will discuss can be done using 
other software, e.g., Visual Basic or other software, e.g., Visual Basic or 
AppleScriptAppleScript
Macro Express is inexpensive, easyMacro Express is inexpensive, easy--toto--use, use, 
flexible and useable on nearly all Windows flexible and useable on nearly all Windows 
softwaresoftware
Macro ExpressMacro Express http://http://www.macros.comwww.macros.com//

http://www.macros.com/


Thinking like [sic] a HumanThinking like [sic] a Human

Humans take in the whole picture at onceHumans take in the whole picture at once
Humans perceive patterns and build Humans perceive patterns and build 
relationships between disparate entitiesrelationships between disparate entities
Patterns and relationships do not have to Patterns and relationships do not have to 
be logical or rationalbe logical or rational
Humans process logic slowlyHumans process logic slowly



"Thinking" like [sic] a Computer"Thinking" like [sic] a Computer

Computers take in the picture bit by bitComputers take in the picture bit by bit
Computers can be programmed to Computers can be programmed to 
recognize predetermined patterns recognize predetermined patterns 
Patterns and relationships MUST be Patterns and relationships MUST be 
logical/rationallogical/rational
Computers process logic quickly and Computers process logic quickly and 
accurately, but not creativelyaccurately, but not creatively



Contrasting Computer "ThinkingContrasting Computer "Thinking““ to to 
Human ThinkingHuman Thinking

Computer Computer HumanHuman
1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 11 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1……
stupid, but faststupid, but fast
consistentconsistent
yes/noyes/no
on/offon/off
CTGTCTGCTGAGAACTCATCTCTGTCTGCTGAGAACTCATCT
GACAATTCATCCTAATCCCTAGACAATTCATCCTAATCCCTA
GAGGGCCCCAAGCAAAAAGAGGGCCCCAAGCAAAAA…

2 apples + cup of sugar2 apples + cup of sugar
smart, but slowsmart, but slow
creativecreative
yes/no/maybeyes/no/maybe
too brighttoo bright
Nice monkeyNice monkey

…

Computers canComputers can’’t think, but they can liberate humans from t think, but they can liberate humans from 
spending time on the easy questionsspending time on the easy questions









Flowcharting the Receipt Flowcharting the Receipt 
Cataloging ProcessCataloging Process

There are many things that we should There are many things that we should 
think about only once:think about only once:

Location codes, Status codes, Format Location codes, Status codes, Format 
codescodes
040s, 050s, skips, MARC Leader 30040s, 050s, skips, MARC Leader 30

It is important to work out the actions It is important to work out the actions 
needed depending on the many variablesneeded depending on the many variables



Search for title Does RDATE =
" - - " ?

yes
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no
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Using Macro Express with a wellUsing Macro Express with a well--
charted process can extend the charted process can extend the 
decisiondecision--making powers of the making powers of the 

computer, which can increase the computer, which can increase the 
efficiency and accuracy of the efficiency and accuracy of the 
work and shorten training time.work and shorten training time.



OverviewOverviewMacexp.exe

Important featuresImportant features
4 ways to record macros4 ways to record macros
9 ways to activate macros9 ways to activate macros
24 categories of commands24 categories of commands
4 categories of scoping4 categories of scoping
2 categories of properties & enabling/disabling 2 categories of properties & enabling/disabling 
macrosmacros
Editing and macro managementEditing and macro management



Important featuresImportant featuresMacexp.exe

easy recording of basic macroseasy recording of basic macros
single program for writing macros in all single program for writing macros in all 
programsprograms
modular creation of parts of macrosmodular creation of parts of macros
communication between programscommunication between programs
sophisticated programming optionssophisticated programming options



4 ways to record macros4 ways to record macros
Macexp.exe

Direct EditorDirect Editor
Quick WizardsQuick Wizards
Scripting EditorScripting Editor
CaptureCapture



9 ways to activate macros9 ways to activate macros
Macexp.exe

HotKeyHotKey
ScheduleSchedule
ShortKeyShortKey
Window TitleWindow Title
Mouse ClickMouse Click
Floating MenuFloating Menu
Popup MenuPopup Menu
No ActivationNo Activation
ControlControl



4 categories of scoping4 categories of scoping
Macexp.exe

GlobalGlobal
Global ExceptGlobal Except
Window SpecificWindow Specific
Program SpecificProgram Specific



24 categories of commands24 categories of commands



Key elements of effective Key elements of effective 
macro writingmacro writing

VariablesVariables
LogicLogic
Window ControlsWindow Controls
RepeatRepeat

None of these are available with Capture



VariablesVariables
A full set of A full set of 
variables: text, variables: text, 
integer and decimalinteger and decimal
Actions: modifying, Actions: modifying, 
saving, convertingsaving, converting



LogicLogic
If, Else, SwitchIf, Else, Switch
Boolean: And, Or, XORBoolean: And, Or, XOR



Window ControlsWindow Controls
Control when, where Control when, where 
and how macros runand how macros run



RepeatRepeat
Run any aspect of a Run any aspect of a 
macro any number macro any number 
of times neededof times needed



Screen shot of Macro Express Explorer



Screen shot of Macro Express Scripting Editor



Key Principles of AutomatingKey Principles of Automating

Capture the dataCapture the data
Parse the dataParse the data
Query the dataQuery the data
Augment the dataAugment the data
Take actions based on the dataTake actions based on the data



Capture the dataCapture the data

When order record When order record 
appears, Select all appears, Select all 
(CTRL a), Copy to (CTRL a), Copy to 
clipboard (CTRL c)clipboard (CTRL c)
Transfer Clipboard Transfer Clipboard 
to Text Variableto Text Variable



Parse the dataParse the data

Using regular expressions, set variables to Using regular expressions, set variables to 
the values of elements in the order recordthe values of elements in the order record









Query the dataQuery the data



Augment the dataAugment the data



Take actions based on the dataTake actions based on the data



How we automated receipt How we automated receipt 
cataloging at Miami Universitycataloging at Miami University

Order recordOrder record
Bibliographic recordBibliographic record
Item recordItem record



Also can include internal notes

ORDER RECORD



What the clipboard capturesWhat the clipboard captures



What is hidden What is hidden 
in the captured textin the captured text

TABS



Regular expressions Regular expressions 
in the captured textin the captured text



Example of information gleaned from order record and augmentedExample of information gleaned from order record and augmented

Item location variable Item location variable 
(T11) is sent to (T11) is sent to ““check check 
ILOCSILOCS”” macromacro
variable T61 returned: variable T61 returned: 
““knglkngl \\\\MIAAMIAA\\00\\--””
and parsed:and parsed:
T12 = BLOCT12 = BLOC
T13 = Label locT13 = Label loc
T69 = 049T69 = 049
T8 = ITYPET8 = ITYPE



BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD



What the clipboard capturesWhat the clipboard captures



What is hidden in the captured textWhat is hidden in the captured text

TABS



Regular expressions in the captured textRegular expressions in the captured text



ITEM RECORD



Variables input the new item recordVariables input the new item record

N92
D14 T15

T16
T8

T11





Sharing MacrosSharing Macros

We write our macros together as a We write our macros together as a 
team and then share them through the team and then share them through the 
department department wikiwiki
Doing this ensures that we are all using Doing this ensures that we are all using 
the same codes and being consistent in the same codes and being consistent in 
our proceduresour procedures



Resources UsedResources Used
Macro Express  Macro Express  http://www.macros.com/http://www.macros.com/
(free 30 day trial)(free 30 day trial)

Smart Draw Smart Draw 
http://www.smartdraw.com/exp/flo/home/http://www.smartdraw.com/exp/flo/home/
Opening slide Opening slide ““Great Heron BlueGreat Heron Blue”” by Wm. by Wm. 
CoperthwaiteCoperthwaite from from Heron Dance Heron Dance –– A Work of LoveA Work of Love
WikiWiki http://http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWikiwww.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki

http://www.macros.com/
http://www.smartdraw.com/exp/flo/home/
http://www.herondance.org/page/art/PROD/ART2/LE4201A
http://www.herondance.org/studiostore/merchant.mvc?
http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki
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